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Every ransomware group is subject to the realities of the 
economy - and many innovate their tools or behavior in 
order to remain successful in a competitive market. You 
can’t simply “build it and they will come”.

But, like “New Coke”, sometimes these changes don’t 
quite work out the way the threat actors intended and can 
occasionally backfire. Today, we’ll tell you about some of 
the “innovations” we’ve observed in ransomware, and talk 
about what made them a feather in the group’s cap, or 
a flop

Being Evil is Hard Work



The Dark Web is Not a Vacuum
World events directly impact the dark web ecosystem - 
changes in TTPs, threat actor behavior and even new 
“professions” have emerged over the past several years

The COVID-19 pandemic
• Initial Access Brokers took advantage of home/work 

laptop use
• Pulse, Fortinet VPN, Citrix ADC vulnerability 

exploitation increased

Russia/Ukraine War
• Conti Leaks
• “Brain drain” of technical talent fleeing the country
• Losing “top cover” from Russian state

Law enforcement takes notice of high-profile 
ransomware attacks
• Colonial pipeline
• JBS foods



Evolution of Tools
Over 2022 (and into 2023!) we observed several types of 
changes in lockers and ransomware threat actor TTPs for a 
variety of threat actors
• New lockers!

• Feature additions to existing lockers

• New ways of deploying, spreading lockers

• Not just C/C++ anymore: Golang, Rust, Python

• Additional extortion methods

• Targeting additional hardware



Deployment improvements
• Using MSPs and “benign” tools to spread (Kaseya Incident)
• Move laterally using SMB shares, CIFS, NFS
• Impersonation Tokens built into the locker

Optimizing current offerings
• Intermittent encryption makes lockers faster
• Adding functionality to lockers

Filling “gaps” in the ecosystem
• BlackMatter and Conti’s Linux/ESXi lockers after 

REvil, Darkside disbanded
• ALPHV’s addition of chat access codes
• ALPHV’s victim files index site
• Make panels more user-friendly (adding BTC 

mixers, support tickets, moderating victims)

Really try to make ‘em pay
• Additional Extortion Techniques (DDoS, Calling Board 

Members, Contacting Media)
• Printing Ransomware notes to physical printers

What Worked Well



Roll your own crypto
• DarkSide, BlackMatter both had encryption flaws

False flag attribution 
• Lockbit Recorded Future interview
• Xing, Shao ransomware
• Russian strings in “Chinese” ransomware 
• Machine Translation Forum Posts

Making tools more signaturable
• ALPHV Morph Linux edition
• LockBit Black (and everyone else) using 

BlackMatter’s code
• Automated obfuscations like PLAY, ALPHV

Making it so secure no one can use it

Letting politics get involved
• Conti sides with Russia in RU/UA Invasion

And what left something 
to be desired…

https://therecord.media/an-interview-with-lockbit-the-risk-of-being-hacked-ourselves-is-always-present/
https://flashpoint.io/blog/ramp-ransomware-chinese-threat-actors/
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PLAY ransomware is a relatively new, but fairly active 
ransomware variant first observed in June 2022

Written in C++

First used against Argentina Court of Cordoba 
in August 2022
• RackSpace
• City of Antwerp
• H-Hotels

Notable Features
• Minimal ransomware note
• No ROP to ROP, other added obfuscations
• Intermittent Encryption

PLAY Ransomware



Earlier PLAY code without ROP

(Source: Recorded Future)

Newer PLAY code using ROP

(Source: Recorded Future)

ROP in Ransomware??

Increment ESP by 0x32 and RET 
causes a “jump” to real code

“Garbage” 
code bytes



Rule 1: Adding Obfuscation is 
Good, But Consider it From 
the Start
First PLAY sample observed in mid-June 2022

• String obfuscation 
• API hashing technique
• Fairly easy to reverse engineer

Additional obfuscations first observed in early 
August 2022

• Return-oriented programming (ROP)
• Garbage code insertion

ROP is a positive addition to make the code harder to 
RE, however:

• Underlying functionality did not change
• Automated garbage code addition is 

somewhat signaturable



Rule 2: Give the People 
What They Want
PLAY ransomware uses intermittent encryption

• Encrypts every other 1MB of data
• Feature included from the start in June 2022

Makes encryption faster over large files
• Less “recoverable” than just encrypting first X bytes
• Faster = more damage = profit!

Implemented by other groups like Agenda, ALPHV 
and BlackBasta



ALPHV ransomware is a rebrand of BlackMatter

Written in Rust

First discovered in December 2021

Multiple attacks on infrastructure
• Colonial Pipeline (as DarkSide)
• Creos Luxembourg European gas pipeline
• Italy's energy agency GSE
• Colombian energy company EPM

Notable Features
• First “big” ransomware in Rust
• First “big” ransomware with ARM locker
• Build-time obfuscation toolkit “MORPH”
• Chat Access Tokens
• ALPHV Collections

ALPHV Ransomware



Chat Hijacking (as BlackMatter)

Requirements for victim chat
• Domain Controllers
• Domain Admins

Locker parameter “access-token” required

Created more secure line of communication with victims
• Unable to discover victim page through 

sample detonation

ALPHV Access Tokens

ALPHV Affiliate Introduction  (Source: Recorded Future)

ALPHV Interview (Source: Recorded Future)



First “big” ransomware written in Rust
• Usually C/C++, Delphi, Golang
• FickerStealer also written in Rust

Cross-compilable to several architectures - get a 
Windows, Linux, ARM locker from one set of code

Bonus: Reverse engineering is harder (for now)
• Library functions not always identified - look like 

non-library, interesting code
• Lots of runtime code in the binary (eg: error handling)
• Strings are not null-terminated =(
• “Fixup” tools more nascent, currently

Why Rust?

Part of Rust  code from ALPHV Windows binary

https://nikhilh-20.github.io/blog/luna_ransomware/


Advertised as being designed to target NAS devices 
(QNAP, Synology, and more)

• Used in parallel to Windows and Linux/ESXi lockers
• Backups and uncommon file shares
• Increase effectiveness of ransom attack

To date, have not observed ITW use

Not common to see - Chaos ransomware also has one, 
but no other mainstream groups

An ARM locker, you say?

ALPHV Access Tokens from ARM locker (Source: Recorded Future)



ALPHV MORPH - Windows

Deobfuscation function for “Starting Discoverer”

Strings deobfuscated with 1-byte XOR using 
“randomly generated” functions (with garbage code)

Windows binaries over 4 times the size of the 
“unobfuscated” versions - biggest increase in 
.text, .data and .reloc sections

Morph-Obfuscated Binary Section Information



Rule 3: Check Your Work

Exported variables from “obfuscated” x86 Linux/ESXi Samples

Function names  from “obfuscated” x64  Linux/ESXi Samples

Function names  from “unobfuscated” x64  Linux/ESXi Samples

Exported variables from “unobfuscated” x64 Linux/ESXi Samples

No string obfuscation was present, but the Linux x64 
Morph-obfuscated samples appear to now have the 
name-mangled function names, versus the unobfuscated 
ones with scrubbed names

https://internals.rust-lang.org/t/pre-rfc-a-new-symbol-mangling-scheme/8501
https://internals.rust-lang.org/t/why-rust-has-name-mangling/12503


Rule 4: No, Really, 
Check Your Work
Fully testing encryption and decryption is critical 
- this is where the money is made

ESXiArgs version 1 (circa 2023)
• Encrypt 1MB and skip X MB where X is ~1% of 

file size
• Made recovery possible for very large files

Luna ransomware’s ESXi locker (circa 2022)
• Encrypt VMs without shutting down
• May be corrupted after decryption

BlackMatter/DarkSide (circa 2020)
• Researchers helped decrypt victims without 

payment

Ryuk ransomware (circa 2019)
• Buggy decryptor did not work on large files

Luna Ransomware VM Corruption (Source: IT Brew)



LockBit ransomware is one of the most active 
ransomware groups

Written in Origin C

First observed in September 2019
• Continental Tire
• California Department of Finance
• FoxConn

Notable Features
• StealBit
• Recruiting Insiders
• Builder Leaked

LockBit Ransomware



LockBit Ransomware
Recruiting “insiders” at companies for initial access

LockBit acquires BlackMatter code from fired developers 
- in comes LockBit “Black”

Rumor has it that the disgruntled developer leaked 
Lockbit Black code

• Customizable config allows anyone to modify
• Enables ransomware group spinoffs 

(eg: Bl00dy Ransomware)

LockBit “Green” based on Conti’s leaked source
• New ESXi variant
• Tor-based URLs belonging to LockBit found 

within samples

LockBit Builder Leaked (Source: Recorded Future)

LockBit Green based on Conti (Source: ProDaft)



LockBit Black

“LockBit Black” looked very much like BlackMatter ransomware

BlackMatter “entry” function entry LockBit Black “entry” function entry



Rule 5: Borrow, But Improve
Similarities

• High-level structure of the code

• API Hashing technique

• String hashing (eg: command line options)

• Configuration file decryption

• Anti-debugging techniques (eg: crash if breakpoint 
placed on its thread)

Differences
• Some LockBit Black versions require a password 

to decrypt

• Accepts additional command line parameters 
(eg: group policy modification, self-deletion)

• Configuration data flags

BlackMatter/LockBit Black string hash (top),
LockBit Black program arguments (bottom)



And Keep Improving: LockBit 
Green
Highly similar to Conti - definitely based on leaked 
code

• API hashing functionality
• String decryption
• Overall structure

Many others using Conti code as well:
• Meow Ransomware
• ScareCrow
• BlueSky
• Putin team
• And More!

One key difference - ransom note is encrypted for 
LockBit green

• Can use decryption function features as part of 
signature!

Ransom note decryption 
function for LockBit Green



What’s Next?
LockBit Black has been fairly consistent - not as much 
change over time as other variants, however:

• Some samples have no “decrypt” function and do not 
require a password to run

• Option the builder provides

LockBit Green could evolve too, but too early to know

Bonus: StealBit used to automate data exfiltration tool of 
victim files and upload them to the LockBit leak site

LockBit decryption function



LockBit told Recorded Future that they live in China 
and that none of their affiliates live in the United States 
or Russia

Threat actors post machine-translated Chinese asking 
about ransomware

RAMP forum welcomes Chinese speakers
• Aim to attract Chinese threat actors and 

ransomware gangs  

Lost in Translation

LockBit Interview (Source: Recorded Future)

User posts machine translated post on XSS forum (Source: Flashpoint)



….And Found in Translation

When chats belonging to Yanluowang ransomware were leaked, it 
was discovered that they, too are Russian-speakers - not Chinese



Rule 6: Oh, and Don’t Cut Corners

Shao Ransomware note

Shao Ransomware command line output

Not Shao



Face the Strange!
• Automated obfuscation techniques often leave 

artifacts; better if custom

• Inconsistencies in language/strings, ransom 
notes especially!

• Anti-RE/anti-debugging/anti-analysis techniques

• Implementation of crypto algorithms

• “Buggy” anomalies

• Stay up on the latest affiliate news

Look for the similarities
• Code reuse between families

• Overlap in ransom note language (eg: “What 
Happened?”, “your network”, “torproject.org”)

Hunt ‘Em

ALPHV announce MORPH (Source: Recorded Future)



Defend the Net

Excerpt from Adversary Infrastructure Trends 2022 Report showing top OST over last 3 years 
(Source: Recorded Future)

The ransomware evolves, but tried and true techniques 
are still used - they just keep working

Implement best practices
• Strong passwords and MFA

• Patching systems wherever possible, 
prioritizing externally facing

• Disaster Recovery and Backup Plan

• Pruning accounts

• Active Directory cleanup

Focus on the pre-ransomware tools first
• Stealers such as RedLine, Raccoon, Vidar

• Openly available tools like Cobalt Strike, OST, bots 
and trojans

• Active Directory enumeration, password spraying, 
lateral movement techniques



Defend the Net: Active Directory
Active Directory is still an effective target for threat 
actors looking to escalate an attack

• Enumeration: identify possible paths from 
compromised systems to obtaining a higher privilege 
level, such as Domain Administrator access

• Password Spraying: post-enumeration, can be used 
to gain access to systems of interest

Largely possible using openly available, “red team” 
tools - often used with Cobalt Strike

• Lowers barrier to entry

• Lessens risk of attribution

• Challenge to detect increases with Cobalt Strike



Active Directory Enumeration
Evaluated 3 common tools

• SharpHound/BloodHound: collect and visualize AD 
information, including active sessions on machines, 
Group Policy details, access control entries

• ADFind: command line tool that is used to query Active 
Directory

• LACheck: C# tool used to enumerate administrative 
rights, sessions, logged-on users, etc

Detection Opportunities

• Any tool run with Cobalt Strike: look for Beacon activity 
instead of tool-specific

• SharpHound: Sigma rules for process/file creation events, 
PowerShell (“Invoke-BloodHound”, compressed tool 
bytes)

• ADFind, LACheck: Sigma rules for command line 
options/parameters in combination with general AD 
enumeration mitigations

• General: many DNS requests (Sysmon EventID: 22) and 
network requests (Sysmon EventID: 3) for LDAP over port 
389AD HoneyTokens

Bloodhound visualization (Source: SpecterOps.io)

Detects the Sharphound process creation event in combination with the file 
creation events within a time span of 600s

https://www.ultimatewindowssecurity.com/securitylog/encyclopedia/event.aspx?eventid=90022
https://www.ultimatewindowssecurity.com/securitylog/encyclopedia/event.aspx?eventid=90003


Password Spraying
Evaluated 3 C# password spraying tools

• SharpHose/SharpSpray: C# implementation of 
DomainPasswordSpray, designed to perform password 
spraying against Active Directory objects

• SharpMapExec: Scan for access to SMB shares, 
PsRemote, and vulnerable JEA endpoints, perform 
domain password spraying, execute local C# assemblies 
in memory (such as Rubeus or Cobalt Strike Beacon)

Detection Opportunities

• Any tool run with Cobalt Strike: look for Beacon activity 
instead of tool-specific (Again)

• Largely, Sigma rules for command line parameters, 
default configuration (eg: defined password list)

• Windows Event IDs for password spraying include:

○ 4625: An account failed to log on
○ 4648: A logon was attempted using explicit credentials
○ 4768: A Kerberos authentication ticket (TGT) was 

requested
○ 4771: Kerberos pre-authentication failed
○ 4776: The computer attempted to validate the credentials 

for an account

Security Logs for Failed Password Attempts

Event ID 4768 triggered by password spraying

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/scripting/learn/remoting/jea/overview?view=powershell-7.2
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/threat-protection/auditing/event-4625
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/threat-protection/auditing/event-4648
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/threat-protection/auditing/event-4768
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/threat-protection/auditing/event-4771
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/security/threat-protection/auditing/event-4776


Thank You!

Lindsay Kaye @TheQueenofELF


